This paper presents two types of techniques suitable for rate reduction transcoding for wireless video streaming applications. We begin this paper by reviewing existing approaches and addressing several issues related to transcoding. Next, we describe the first type of transcoding based on intra refresh architecture for spatial resolution reduction. Then, we present the second type of transcoding scheme based on rate-distortion (R-D) characteristics of the pre-encoded video. This R-D based approach can be applied to architecture simplification, rate control, frame dropping control, and channel adaptive transcoding. We conclude this paper by pointing out that transcoding is an integral part of wireless video streaming because it provide a flexible interface between the wired network and the wireless network.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless video streaming has attracted more and more attention because of the advances in both video coding and wireless communication infrastructure. Unlike text or images, video sequences typically have huge volume in data size. For example, a common TV resolution RGB video ( ¢ ¾¼ pixels) with 30 frames/second requires about 300 Mbps of bandwidth. It is clear that digital video data, in its original format, are too voluminous for transmission over wireless channels. A great amount of compression is needed in order to fit the bandwidth of a wireless channel. In case of video streaming over wireless channels, video sequences are often encoded in advance and stored in the server. Users can access the server through various wireless access networks.
In general, the video server is intended for both wired and wireless users. Since different users will have different capability in video decoding and display, a single copy of the encoded video will not satisfy the all types of users. To resolve the mismatch among different user profiles, there are generally three types of solutions. The first and most straightforward one is to store many bitstreams for one video sequence, where each bitstream is coded with different formats or at different bit rates. When a user requests to access the video sequence, the server can send the bitstream which is closest to the user's requirements. However, this method is rarely used because the storage costs in the video server are tremendous and the chosen bitstream may not even satisfy the user's requirement exactly. The second solution is to apply multiresolution or scalable coding such as MPEG-4 FGS coding [1] . This solves the problem of diverse user profiles. However, an obvious disadvantage of FGS coding is that the degradation becomes significant when the base layer is coded at low bit rate. The third solution is to apply transcoding at the edge of the access network. In this case, for each video sequence, only one bitstream coded at high quality is stored in the video server. When a user requests an access to a video sequence, real-time video transcoding is performed so that the transcoded bitstream can match the user's requirement. Since video transcoding does not require extra storage spaces and is very flexible, it has been widely adopted in practical video streaming applications.
In this paper, we focus on rate-reduction transcoding. Two types of rate-reduction coding techniques are studied. The first type is based on standard coding schemes, and specifically considers transcoding from MPEG-2 to MPEG-4 with a reduced spatial resolution. A method for drift compensation based on an intra-refresh technique is also presented. The second type of scheme is a rate-reduction trans-coder that makes use of frame-level R-D information that has already been extracted at the server before transmission. Both of these schemes represent simplified alternatives to pixel-domain transcoding and maintain comparable quality to this reference.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses existing transcoding approaches and major issues related to wireless video streaming. Sections 3 and 4 provide an overview of the two transcoding schemes mentioned above. Finally, concluding remarks and future directions are discussed in Section 5.
EXISTING APPROACHES AND ISSUES
Many transcoding schemes [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] have been developed in the past few years. Generally, there are two types of video transcoding: format transcoding and rate-reduction transcoding. Format transcoding represents transcoding between different video formats such as between MPEG-4 and H.263. Rate-reduction transcoding represents transcoding from a higher bit rate to a lower bit rate and may employ requantization and/or spatio-temporal resolution reduction techniques. Ratereduction transcoding can be further classified into two categories: pixel-domain transcoding and DCT-domain transcoding. The performance of pixel-domain transcoding is better than DCT-domain transcoding while the complexity of pixel-domain transcoding is much higher.
With regard to wireless video streaming of stored content, there are generally two major issues to consider: the adaptation of the content and the robustness of the transmission. These issues are further elaborated below.
While the basic engine used to transcode from one bitstream to another is a key aspect of the adaptation, and has been the major focus of attention in recent years, one must also consider a complete description of the usage environment to which the content is delivered to. The usage environment includes a description of terminal capabilities, network conditions, as well as any preferences of the user and the natural environment in which a user is located. It becomes an important problem to map these descriptions to input parameters of the transcoding engine. Recently, MPEG initiated a work item to standardize these descriptions and specify tools to assist in this mapping [9] . As an example, assume the available bandwidth and error characteristics of the network, along with display constraints, battery power and processing speed of the terminal are known, the server must decide the optimal transcoding strategy for content delivery. It should be noted that these issues have a strong tie to the robustness of the transmission as well.
Robust video transmission can be considered at various levels. Error resilience features may be built into the coding scheme itself and bits used for error control coding may added before transmission. Typical error resilience features for coding include the use of resynchronization markers to recover from decoding errors [10] and intra-coded blocks to minimize error propagation [11] . For error control coding before transmission, block codes are typically used to recover from channel errors. A simple bit allocation can be written as:
where È denotes the probability that a channel block of AE symbols can correctly be decoded by channel decoding.
In the following sections, we describe transcoding techniques for wireless video streaming that consider the above two issues.
REDUCED SPATIAL RESOLUTION TRANSCODING
This section discusses a low-complexity scheme for transcoding to a lower spatial resolution. We consider the input to be an MPEG-2 MP@ML bitstream, which is the common format for DTV broadcast and DVD, while the output is an MPEG-4 bitstream at CIF resolution, which is a suitable for consumption on mobile devices. In this section, we emphasize the use intra-coded block to combat drift errors that result from the transcoding scheme itself. Before describing the transcoding architecture itself, and analysis of drift errors for reduced resolution transcoding is presented. Details on the rate control are also provided as this is a key component Although it is not addressed in this paper, the rate control technique can be extended to overcome the propagation of errors due to channel losses.
Drift Error Analysis
In video coding, drift error refers to the continuous decrease in picture quality when a group of Motion Compensated (MC) inter-frame pictures are decoded. In general, it is due to an accumulation of error in the decoder's MC loop, however the cause of drift is due to many different factors. The problem of drift error has been studied for full-resolution transcoding [3] , but no explicit analysis has been done for reduced-spatial-resolution transcoding. In this section, we will analyze drift errors by comparing a cascaded closed-loop architecture that is drift-free with an open-loop architecture. The open-loop architecture is the simplest and lowest complexity architecture that one can consider and it is characterized by severe drift errors due to many sources. In the following, we will consider a new drift-compensating architecture based on the drift error analysis. The new architecture attempts to simplify the drift-free architecture, while improving the quality of the open-loop architecture.
With regard to notation, lowercase variables indicate spatial domain signals, while uppercase variables represent the equivalent signal in the DCT domain. The subscript on the variable indicates time, while a superscript equaling to one denotes an input signal and a superscript equaling to two denotes an output signal. D refers to down-sampling and U to up-sampling. M denotes full-resolution motion compensation and M Ö denotes reduced-resolution motion compensation. Ü indicates a full-resolution image signal, Ý indicates a reduced-resolution image signal, indicates a full-resolution residual signal and indicates a reduced-resolution residual signal. ÑÚ denotes the set of full-resolution motion vectors and ÑÚ Ö denotes the set of reduced-resolution motion vectors.
Reference Architecture
For reduced spatial resolution transcoding, the Reference architecture refer to the cascaded decoding, spatial-domain downsampling, followed by a full-re-encoding. For simplification, motion vectors from the original bitstream may be re-used and mapped to the lower resolution video. Even with motion vector re-use, this architecture is the most complex and costly, but it has no drift errors and provides a basis for drift error analysis and further simplification.
Since there is no motion compensated prediction for I-frames, Ü ½ Ò ½ Ò . The reconstructed signal is then down-sampled,
Then, in the encoder, ¾ Ò Ý ½ Ò . In the case of P-frames, the identity,
yields the reconstructed full-resolution picture. As with the I-frame, this signal is then down-sampled via equation 2. Then, the reduced-resolution residual is generated according to,
which is equivalently expressed as,
The signal given by equation 5 represents the reference signal that is free of drift errors. Based on this equation, we can analyze drift errors.
Drift Error Analysis of Open-Loop Architecture
The Reference architecture provides the best quality transcoding. On the other extreme is a simple open-loop transcoder that partially decodes the bitstream to the DCT-domain signal, performs a down-sampling in the DCT-domain, then re-encodes the down-sampled DCT-domain signal. Motion vectors are mapped to the lower resolution in this architecture, but any mismatch created between the predictive and residual signals are not compensated for. We quantify the output of this architecture to analyze the source of drift errors caused by reduced-resolution transcoding.
With the OpenLoop architecture, the reduced-resolution residual is given by,
Compared to equation 5, the drift error, , can be expressed as,
and Fig. 1 . Intra-refresh architecture for spatial-resolution reduction.
In the above, the drift error has been decomposed into two categories. The first component, Õ , represents an error in the reference picture that is used for MC. This error may be caused by re-quantization, eliminating some non-zero DCT coefficients, or arithmetic error caused by integer truncation. This is a common drift error that has been observed in other transcoding works [3] . In this way, the pictures originally used as references by the transcoder will be different from their counterparts in the decoder, thus creating a mismatch between predictive and residual components. The second component, Ö , is due to the non-commutative property of motion compensation and down-sampling, which is unique to reduced-resolution transcoding. There are two main factors contributing to the impact of Ö : motion vector (MV) mapping and down-sampling. In mapping MV's from the original-resolution to a reduced-resolution, a truncation of the MV is experienced due to the limited coding precision. In down-sampling to a lower spatial resolution in the compressed domain, block constraints are often observed to avoid filters that overlap between blocks. Due to this effort to reduce complexity, the quality of the down-sampling process must be compromised and some errors are typically introduced. Regardless of the magnitude of these errors for a single frame, the combination of these two transformations generally creates a further mismatch between the predictive and residual components that will increase with every successively predicted picture.
To illustrate this mismatch between predictive and residual components due to the non-commutative property of motion compensation and down-sampling, we consider an example with 1-D signals and neglect any error due to requantization (or Õ ). Let denote the reconstructed block, denote the reference block, and denote the error (residual) block, all in the original-resolution. Furthermore, let Ú denote a full-resolution motion compensation filter and Ú ¾ denote a reduced resolution motion compensation filter. Then, the reconstructed block in the original-resolution is given by,
If we apply a down-conversion process to both sides, we have,
The quality produced by the above expression would not be subject to the drift errors included in Ö . However, this is not the signal that is produced by the reduced-resolution transcoder. The actual reconstructed signal is given by,
Since D´ Ú µ does not usually equal Ú ¾ D´ µ, there is a mismatch between the reduced-resolution predictive and residual components. To achieve the quality produced by equation 11, either or both of the predictive and residual components would need to be modified to match each other. In the Reference architecture, this mismatch is eliminated with the second (encoder) loop that computes a new reduced-resolution residual. With this second-loop, the predictive and residual components are re-aligned. Our objective in the following section is to consider an alternative way to compensate for drift with reduced complexity.
Intra-Refresh Architecture
In reduced resolution transcoding, drift error is caused by many factors, such as requantization, motion vector truncation and down-sampling. Such errors can only propagate through inter-coded blocks. By converting some percentage of inter-coded blocks to intra-coded blocks, drift propagation can be controlled. In the past, the concept of intra-refresh has successfully been applied to error-resilience coding schemes [11] , and we have found that the same principle is also very useful for reducing the drift in a transcoder [12] . The intra-refresh architecture for spatial resolution reduction is illustrated in Figure 1 . In this scheme, output macroblocks are subject to a DCT-domain down-conversion, requantization and variable-length coding. Output macro-blocks are either derived directly from the input bitstream, i.e., after variable-length decoding and inverse quantization, or retrieved from the frame store and subject to a DCT operation. Output blocks that originate from the frame store are independent of other data, hence coded as intra blocks; there is no picture drift associated with these blocks.
The decision to code an intra-block from the frame store depends on the macroblock coding modes and picture statistics. In a first case based on the coding mode, an output macroblock corresponds to four input macroblocks for size conversion by a factor of two in each direction. Since all sub-blocks must be coded with the same mode, the transcoder must avoid having mixed-blocks, i.e., inter-coded and intra-coded sub-blocks in the same output macroblock. This is detected by the mixedblock processor, which will trigger the output macroblock to be intra-coded. In a second case based on picture statistics, the motion vector and residual data are used to detect blocks that are likely to contribute to larger drift error. For this case, picture quality can be maintained by employing an intra-coded block in its place. Of course, the increase in the number of intra-blocks must be compensated for by the rate control, which is further discussed in the next sub-section.
Rate Control
We begin our discussion with a brief overview of the quadratic texture model that we use for rate control, which was proposed by Chiang and Zhang in [13] . Let Ê represent the texture bits spent for a frame, É denote the quantization parameter, ( ½ , ¾ ) the first and second-order model parameters and Ë the encoding complexity. The relation between Ê and É is given by:
In an encoder, the complexity measure, Ë, is typically given by the mean absolute difference of residual blocks. However, for compressed-domain transcoding architectures, this measure must be computed from the DCT coefficients. As a result, we adopt a DCT-based complexity measure, Ë, which was presented in [14] and is given by,
where Ñ´ µ are the AC coefficients of a block, Ñ is a macroblock index in the set Å of inter-coded blocks, Å is the number of blocks in that set and ´ µ is a frequency dependent weighting, e.g., a quantizer matrix.
Given the above model and complexity measures, the rate control works in two main stages: a pre-encoding and postencoding stage. In the pre-encoding stage, the target estimate for the frame is obtained based on available bit-rate and buffer fullness, and the complexity is also computed. Then, the value of É is determined based on these values and the current model parameters. After encoding, the post-encoding stage is responsible for calibrating the model parameters based in the actual bits spent and corresponding É. This can be done by linear regression using the results of the past Ò frames.
Theoretically, the effect of intra-refresh can be characterized by the operational rate-distortion (R-D) function ´¬ Ê µ: i.e., the average distortion is expressed as a function of the average bit-rate, Ê, and intra-refresh rate, ¬. To illustrate the behavior of this function, consider the Foreman sequence at CIF resolution, encoded at 2Mbps with AE ¿ ¼ and Å ½ . This bitstream is transcoded with a number of different fixed quantizer scales and various values of ¬. The R-D curves for each ¬ are shown in Figure 2 . The intra-refresh scheme that we used to generate these results is similar to that of H.263 [11] . In this scheme, each macroblock is assigned a counter that is increased if the macroblock is encoded in inter-frame mode. If the counter reaches a threshold, Ì ½ ¬, which denotes the update interval, the macroblock is encoded in intra-mode and the counter is reset to zero. By assigning a different initial offsets to each macroblock, the updates of individual macroblocks can be spread over time. Figure 2 shows that overall quality is decreased at low bit-rates when the intra-refresh rate is high. The reason is that too many bits are consumed by the intra-coded blocks without a sufficient increase in quality. The opposite is observed at higher bit-rates. With a larger amount of bits that can be spent per frame, the overall quality is increased with more intra-coded blocks. Since the goal of the intra-refresh techniques is to minimize the effect of drift, we should point out that at lower bit-rates, Õ is likely to dominate the overall error, while at higher bit-rates, the impact of Õ is significantly less and Ö is likely to be more dominant. In this architecture, it is important that the intra-refresh process be adaptive to account for the above characteristics, and also that the outcome of the process, i.e., the number of intra blocks to be coded in a frame, be accounted for in certain aspects of the rate control. Specifically, the quantizer selection and model parameter calculation. In the following, we describe an Adaptive Intra-Refresh (AIR) technique which is simple, but effective. In general, the objective of this technique is to dynamically determine the blocks to be converted from inter-to-intra. The particular scheme that we describe is adaptive according to available bit-rate and block attributes. After describing the technique itself, we explain how the outcome is accounted for by the rate control.
As analyzed above, drift errors come from two mismatches, Õ and Ö . Through observation, we find that a large drift error always correlates to inter-coded blocks with large residual energy or motion activity. Consequently, AIR decides that a group of (four) macroblocks need to be intra-coded if the sum of residual energy in this group of macroblocks is larger than a threshold, Ì Ö , or if the sum of motion vector variance in this group of macroblocks is larger than a threshold, Ì Ñ . Initial values for the thresholds are determined experimentally through a simple linear relationship with the distortion (Å Ë ). Specifically, the relations are given by, Å Ë « ½ Ì Ö , and Å Ë « ¾ Ì Ñ , where the parameters « ½ and « ¾ are fitted based on several training sequences. After each frame is encoded, the thresholds are dynamically adjusted according to the difference between the target bit rate and actual bit rate. If the difference is positive, it implies that the target quality is higher than the bits that have actually been spent and we set the thresholds lower. On the other hand, if the difference is negative, the thresholds are set higher. Since this AIR decision may ignore the inter-coded boundary blocks of a moving object, we further expand the intra-refresh boundary to the left or right to cover an object boundary. It should be noted that this procedure is not optimal, but as experimental results will show, it works quite well. The main purpose of this scheme is to provide some means of adaptive intra block conversion to illustrate the concepts and strengths of the Intra Refresh architecture. An optimal scheme that considers rate-distortion trade-offs would be a topic for further study.
With the intra-refresh procedure, the total number of intra blocks may be high and must be accounted for in the rate control. For the quantizer selection, a single quantization parameter is selected for the frame and is applied to both intra and inter-coded blocks. With this scheme, we consider a hybrid complexity measure that accounts for both inter and intra DCT coefficients. In other words, Equation 14 is extended to include normalized intra DCT coefficients as well. Specifically,
where Ð´ µ are the AC coefficients of an intra-coded block, Ð is a macroblock index in the set Ä of intra-coded blocks, Å is the total number of non-skipped blocks in a frame, and ½´ µ and ¾´ µ are a frequency dependent weights for inter and intra-coded blocks, respectively. This hybrid complexity measure is used to calculate the updated model parameters after coding. With these small modifications to the rate control, we have found that a better fit between the rate-quantizer model and the actual data is achieved.
To cope with errors introduced by the channel, the above rate control technique may be further modified to control the intra-refresh rate. To accomplish this, a model for error propagation, such as the one presented in [10] would be needed to map the channel conditions to characteristics of the coding scheme and operation of the reduced resolution transcoder. This topic is left for future study.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present a comparative study of the quality and complexity for the IntraRefresh architecture. The software transcodes MPEG-1/2 bitstreams to MPEG-4 bit-streams with a quarter of the original spatial resolution and lower temporal resolutions.
The tests were conducted with various input sequences at different resolutions and formats. First, we show the test result for the Highway sequence. The original sequence is a CCIR601 format ( ¾¼ ¢ ¼, interlace) and coded as an MPEG-2 bitstream with AE ½ and Å ¿ at a bit-rate of 6Mbps and with frame rate 30fps. During the transcoding, all B-frames encountered in the input bitstream are simply dropped. Since B-frames do not introduce any drift error, there is no impact on the results. The input bitstream is transcoded to a bit-rate of 384kbps and due to the dropping of B-frames, it has an output frame rate of 10fps. Figure 3 shows the frame-based PSNR plots comparing the decoded quality of the Reference and IntraRefresh architecture. Since the OpenLoop architecture causes severe drift error, it is not shown in these plots. From the plots, we observe that the quality produced by the IntraRefresh architecture is comparable to the Reference architecture. The key point to note is that it achieves this quality with much lower complexity. Table 1 shows the main blocks contributing to the complexity of the two architectures.
To further illustrate the effect of its drift compensation capability, we encoded the Foreman sequence at CIF resolution with N=300, M=3 and fixed quantization steps of 3 for the I-frame and 4 for the P-frames. Also, to more accurately observe the effect of intra-blocks in stopping drift, the sequence was encoded without any intra-blocks in the P-frames. In this way, blocks were not converted as a result of the mixed-block problem. The bitstream was transcoded to a QCIF resolution bitstream with fixed quantization steps of 3 for the I-frame and 10 for the P-frames. Figure 4 shows the simulation result. We can see from the plots that IntraRefresh does quite well in compensating for the drift over such a long series of predictions.
R-D OPTIMIZED TRANSCODING
For wireless video streaming, the mobile users often access to the video sources that have been pre-encoded. For such applications, the off-line video encoding is often adopted and the multi-pass encoding can be employed.
In this case, it is possible to optimally allocate bits among the video frames based on the rate-distortion functions of all video frames. Previous studies [15, 16] have shown that the video feature information, such as R-D functions and scene change information, can be used in the second pass to achieve higher quality video in terms of both PSNR and PSNR fluctuations.
In the design of transcoder for wireless video streaming, since the feature information can also be made available to the transcoder, a similar optimal bit allocation can be designed [17] so that the video transcoded at a reduced rate achieves highest possible video quality. To accomplish this goal with all the constraints in wireless video streaming, innovative schemes are needed to address the transcoder architecture suitable for wireless applications, the rate control algorithm for optimal bit allocation, and the adaptive scheme to match the time-varying wireless channels.
Low-Complexity Transcoding Architecture
Since transcoding is usually performed at real-time, it is desired to have a low complexity transcoder. A common transcoder is a decoder followed by an encoder, as shown in Fig. 5 . Such a transcoding architecture is too complicate. We observed that using original frames for motion estimation (ME) while still using reconstructed frames for motion compensation (MC) will only cause little performance degradation and have no drift problem. Fig. 6 shows such an example. Therefore, we directly applied the original motion vectors in transcoding and there is no need for motion estimation. The modified transcoder is shown in Fig. 7 . Although the performance will degrade a little, the computation will be greatly reduced since ME is usually considered as the most expensive portion in the sense of computation cost.
Through some mathematic manipulation, we are able to further reduce the transcoding complexity. As shown in Fig. 7 
In this way, there is no need to generate and store the reconstructed frames Ü and Ü, and only Ý Ô is needed to be stored. Because DCT transform is essentially a linear transform, the derivation above can be extended to DCT domain. Fig. 8 shows the simplified transcoding system, where only one frame buffer and one MC unit are needed. 
High-Performance Rate Control

Generation of R-D Functions
In our previous work [16] , by notice that current rate control schemes in video coding standards do not have efficient frame-level bit allocation, we have proposed a rate control scheme based on optimal frame-level bit allocation for low bit rate offline video coding. Ideally, in order to achieve optimal frame-level bit allocation, it is desired to generate R-D functions of all the video frames in an entire video sequence. For standard video coding, rate Ê and distortion largely depend on the quantization parameter Õ. Therefore, R-D functions can be expressed as Ê´Õµ and ´Õµ functions. If the R-D function for each frame is independent, we can easily generate the R-D functions for all the video frames by coding the video sequence multiple times. However, for standard video coding, the R-D function of each frame is not independent due to motion compensation. This makes the generation of the R-D functions for all the video frames impossible.
Recently, a novel R-D model is developed in [18] for DCT-based video coding. In that model, the source coding rate Ê and the distortion of a frame are considered as functions of which is the percentage of zero among the quantized DCT coefficients of the frame . Specifically, the rate model can be written as
where is a constant, AE Ô is the number of pixels in a frame, and À refers to the number of bits for the header information and the motion vectors for the frame . The distortion model can be written as
where is the standard deviation of the frame , and « is a constant. We adopt these R-D models for the frame-level bit allocation. Suppose there are Ä frames, based on Eqns. (24) (25), the optimum frame-level bit allocation can be formulated as
where Ê × is the coding rate (bps), Ê is the frame rate (fps), and Ê×Ä Ê is the total number of bits available for the Ä frames. With the Lagrange multiplier, we can convert this constrained minimization problem into an unconstrained problem, i.e.,
By solving this minimization problem, the optimal number of bits for a frame can be calculated as
where « . As shown in Eqn. (29), in order to optimally allocate bits among frames, we need to collect the feature information of each frame, including , , « and À , ½ Ä . Since, for offline video coding, video sequences are available in advance, we can pre-encode the video sequences once by using a fixed quantization parameter Õ. For a frame in a video sequence, after this pre-encoding, we are able to obtain Ê , the number of bits for the frame, , the percentage of zero among the quantized DCT coefficients, , the average distortion, ¾ , the average variance, and À , the number of bits for the header information and the motion vectors. According to Eqn. (24) (25), we can compute and « as
Based on these pre-generated feature information, , , « and À , a rate control algorithm has been developed in [16] .
Rate Control in Transcoding
In the view of rate control, the task for rate-reduction transcoding can be represented as
where Ê ¼ × is the coding rate for the original video bitstream and Ê × is the new coding rate. Since the feature information of the original video sequence has already been generated in the server, we can use this feature information for transcoding. Although the feature information of the reconstructed video is different from that of the original video, it is still advantageous to use the pre-generated feature information. This is mainly because transcoding is typically required to be performed at real-time. In addition, if the original video is coded at high quality, the difference is considered very small. Therefore, we can use the same rate control algorithm, proposed in [16] , to optimally allocate bits among frames under new bandwidth constraints.
Notice that in a proxy-based video streaming system, transcoding is typically performed at the proxy. In such a case, in order to perform the proposed rate control, the feature information is necessary to be transmitted as side information to the proxy. Therefore, we need to consider the bit consumption for the overhead. Suppose we use 16 bits for , 8 bits for , 8 bits for « and 16 bits for À , it will only cost 6 bytes for each frame, corresponding to 0.0019 bpp for QCIF format videos. Such a tiny overhead can be neglected. In addition, this tiny overhead can be easily inserted into the video bitstream in a way that the newly generated bitstream is still satisfied with the standard bitstream syntax. For instance, in MPEG-4, we can put this overhead into the user data fields.
Experimental Results
In this section, we perform experiments based on the standard H.263 codec to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed transcoding. Similar results can be obtained by using other video coding standards. The experiments are performed on two QCIF format video sequences. One is 300 frames of "Foreman", which contains large facial movements and camera panning at the end. The other is a video sequence containing multiple scenes: 100 frames of "Foreman", fast motion, 100 frames of "Mother & Daughter", slow motion, and 100 frames of "Coastguard", fast motion. The original video sequences are coded by H.263 coder at 10 fps and 128 kbps. For other coding rates, similar results can be obtained.
We compare our proposed transcoding scheme with the HIST transcoding scheme. In our proposed transcoding scheme, the original video sequences are first coded by the previous proposed offline video encoder [16] and then the compressed bitstreams are transcoded to low bit rates by our proposed transcoder. In the HIST transcoding scheme, the original video sequences are coded by the rate control scheme proposed in [18] , which is termed as HIST, and then the compressed bitstreams are fully decoded and re-encoded at low bit rates by the HIST rate control scheme. As shown in [18] , HIST is a rate control scheme which is able to achieve better rate control performance than TMN8 in H.263. Generally speaking, HIST is a MB-level rate control scheme, and the frame-level bit allocation method adopted in HIST is the same as that in TMN8. Since HIST is adopted for MB-level rate control in the rate control scheme [16] used in our proposed transcoding system, the comparison between the rate control scheme [16] and HIST can be considered as the comparison between the optimal frame-level bit allocation method [16] and the frame-level bit allocation method in TMN8. Due to the limitation of realtime applications, the frame-level bit allocation in TMN8 is very simple, i.e., equally assigning bits among video frames. Therefore, as demonstrated in [16] , the optimal frame-level bit allocation method can achieve much better performance. In the following experiments, we will demonstrate that the optimal frame-level bit allocation can also achieve good performance for transcoding.
The performance parameters include "Average Distortion", "Distortion STD", "BW Diff.", "BW Error", "Buffer Size" and "Pre-loading Time". "Average Distortion" ( ) denotes the average MSE of a frame, which is calculated as
Notice that although the average PSNR is widely used in literature, we find it is not appropriate to represent the average quality of a video sequence. This is because the maximal average PSNR does not correspond to the minimal average distortion due to the logarithm function while our target is to minimize the average distortion. Therefore, in this research, we use the average distortion instead of the average PSNR to measure the average quality of a video sequence while we still use PSNR to measure the quality of each individual frame. "Distortion STD" ( ) denotes the standard deviation of the frame distortions, which is calculated as
"BW Diff." (¡ Ï) denotes the difference between the total used bits and the total available bandwidth, which is calculated as
"BW Error" ( Ï ) is calculated as
"Buffer Size" and "Pre-loading Time" denote the required buffer size and the required pre-loading time in order to guarantee no buffer underflow and overflow under a constant channel transmission rate. Table 2 shows the transcoding results at different bit rates. As shown in this table, the reduction of the average distortion is from 0.24 dB to 1.19 dB, and the reduction of is from 3.51 dB to 10.53 dB. The lower STD indicates the subjective performance of the proposed transcoding scheme is more consistent. This can be shown more clearly in Fig. 9 . Also shown in Table 2 , both transcoding schemes have low Ï , no more than 0.25%. Although the proposed scheme requires larger buffer size and longer pre-loading time, the required buffer size is only several hundred kilobits and the required pre-loading time is less than 1.5 s, which is reasonable for video streaming applications. Although in some cases, with the increasing of the length of the video sequence, the required buffer size may become much larger and the pre-loading time may become much longer, we can solve this problem by introducing a window, which contains a certain number of frames, and only performing the optimal frame-level bit allocation among the frames within each window. Also, notice that in the previous statement, we state that original video sequences are desired to be pre-encoded at high-quality. However, in the experiments, we show that good performance can be achieved in transcoding video sequences pre-encoded at 128 kbps, which is not a high bit rate. This indicates that, for our proposed transcoding, the original video sequences do not have to be coded at high quality. 
Smart Frame Dropping Control
Frame dropping is necessary in the very low channel bandwidth cases since the rate adjustable range by changing quan-tization parameters of each frame is limited. Generally speaking, optimal frame dropping control involves two problems: (1) when we should drop a frame and (2) where to drop a frame. For standard video coding, since it is designed for real-time applications, the frame dropping control is usually very simple. For example, in TMN8, a frame is dropped right the way if the accumulated difference between the actually used bits and the target bits, is larger than a threshold. Obviously, such a frame dropping control is not optimal.
As described in Section 4.2.1, for the proposed video streaming system, at the video servers, we have already collected the feature information, including , , « and À , of each frame in each video sequence. The feature information is obtained by pre-encoding each video sequence once at a fixed quantization parameter Õ. For a video sequence, if we choose Õ ¿ ½ , we can obtain the number of bits for each frame, denoted as Ê ´Õ ¿½µ ½ Ä . Since 31 is the largest value for Õ, frame dropping should happen if
where Ï is a weighting constant, is the next frame to be encoded, Ä is the total number of frames and Ï is the available bandwidth for encoding the frames from to Ä. Notice that Ï is necessary because the pre-fetched values of Ê ´Õ ¿ ½ µ are usually not equal to those obtained at the second-pass encoding.
If the inequality in Eqn. (37) is satisfied at the stage of encoding the -th frame, straightforwardly, we can drop the -th frame right the way. However, such a frame dropping is not appropriate if the -th frame is relatively important. Because the feature information of all the frames is available, it is possible to select an unimportant frame out of the remaining frames instead of directly dropping the current frame. Since has been pre-computed, we can drop the frame with the lowest value of . However, can only represent the energy of the -th residue frame, where the motion activities are not considered. Suppose we employ the simple frame copy method at the video decoder to reconstruct dropped frames. In such a configuration, if we drop a frame with small but fast motion, the reconstructed frame will also have relatively large distortions. In this work, we use the target bit rate Ê £ , to determine the importance of a frame . We consider that a frame with larger target bit rate is more important than a frame with smaller target bit rate. Notice that we can also pre-compute the distortions between every two neighbor frames and use these distortions to determine the relative importance of each frame at the cost of more side information. Table 3 shows the comparison of frame dropping performance between the HIST rate control scheme and the proposed rate control scheme at 28 kbps, where × , Ñ Ü × and Ñ Ò × are the average, the maximal and the minimal distortions of those skipped frames, is the average distortion of all the frames and is the standard deviation for the distortions of all the frames. It is clear that, for all the test video sequences, the proposed frame dropping control can greatly reduce the number of skipped frames and hence the better overall performance can be achieved. Notice that, in the case of encoding Video Sequence 1, the Ñ Ü × under the proposed rate control scheme is even lower than the Ñ Ò × under the HIST rate control scheme. This indicates the proposed frame dropping control can choose relatively unimportant frames to be skipped. Such conclusions can be demonstrated more clearly in Fig. 10 . 
Channel Adaptive Wireless Video Streaming
Although the proposed rate control scheme can achieve good performance for static channel models, wireless channels are usually time-varying. It is desired that the video coding rate can be adaptively adjusted. In such a case, the static channel model is not appropriate any more. In this work, we consider slow fading channels. We assume the channel conditions can be available to the video encoder through channel feedbacks and channel estimation. Such a wireless channel can be considered as a piece-wise static channels. Therefore, we can apply the previous proposed rate control scheme with small slide window size for adaptive wireless video streaming.
Suppose there are two channel states: Ë ¼ and Ë ½ in the wireless channel model. We assume that the wireless channel in State Ë ¼ can be modeled by a simple GEC channel [19] with¯ ½ ¼ ¿ and ¼ , where¯denotes the average symbol error rate and denotes the correlation of two consecutive error symbols, while the wireless channel in State Ë ½ can be modeled by another simple GEC channel with¯ ¼ ¼¿ and ¼ . According to the proposed source-channel bit allocation approach in Section 2, we employ the (64, 60) RS code for State Ë ¼ and the (96, 60) RS code for State Ë ½ so that the BER after channel decoding becomes very low. Since this low decoding BER can be well compensated by error-resilient and error concealment techniques, we assume the source coding is under error-free conditions.
For a 32 kbps channel transmission rate, discarding the bandwidth for channel coding, an example of the available bandwidth for source coding is shown in Fig. 11 . From Fig. 11 , we can see that, at most cases, the channel stays at the good state of Ë ¼ while, at a short interval (2 s), the channel stays at the bad state of Ë ½ . Suppose there is an instant feedback every 2 s and after a feedback, the video encoder only knows that the channel will be stable in the next 2s period. In such a channel configuration, for a 10 fps frame rate, we choose the slide window size equal to 20 frames and examine the proposed rate control scheme under such a short slide window size. Fig. 11 . The available variable bit rate (VBR) channel for source coding after source-channel bit allocation. Table 4 shows the performance of transmitting Video Sequence 2 over the time-varying channel. For the non-adaptive HIST scheme, the source-channel bit allocation is based on the worst state Ë ½ of the time-varying channel and the (96, 60) RS code is used for the entire bitstream. Therefore, only a constant bit rate of 20 kbps is available for source coding. For the adaptive HIST scheme, the available bit rate for source coding is determined by the current channel state and is shown in Fig. 11 . The proposed scheme is based on the combination of the adaptive HIST scheme with the optimal frame-level bit allocation and the smart frame dropping control. As expected, comparing with the non-adaptive HIST scheme, the adaptive HIST scheme has fewer skipped frames and achieves 1.42 dB reduction in the average distortion and 3.50 dB reduction in . The performance of the proposed scheme is even better. Comparing with the non-adaptive HIST scheme, the proposed scheme has no skipped frames, 2.20 dB reduction in and 6.03 dB reduction in . Fig. 12 shows the PSNR performance of all the frames of Video Sequence 2, and also shows the accumulative bits in each 2 s time interval. It is clear that both adaptive schemes can accurately match the number of encoding bits to the available channel bandwidth. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented two types of transcoder suitable for wireless video streaming. The first type of transcoder is based intra refresh architecture and is able to offer robust transcoding from MPEG-2 format to reduced spatial resolution MPEG-4 format. The second type of transcoder is based R-D function of the pre-encoded video and is suitable for a variety of transcoding tasks because of its simplified architecture, its high performance rate control, smart frame dropping, and channel adaptive streaming strategy. We strongly believe that transcoding is necessary at the interface between wired network and wireless network because it can facilitate the required reduction in bit rate, spatial resolution, and computational complexity, as well as required enhancement in error robustness.
